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ab initio Norm Conserving PseudoPotentials 

 Kleinman-Bylander fully non-local form
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         with 



IF  (.NOT. real_space) [default] :

init_us_1 (called in hinit0) computes a table of radial 
Bessel transforms from the atomic betas on the radial grid.

init_us_2 (called whenever the betas are needed) 
interpolates the table and assembles it with the needed Y_lm

IF  (real_space) :

betapointlist &  init_realspace_vars (called in hinit0) build 
atom-centered lists of real space points and spline interpolate
the betas from the atomic radial grid (w the neeeded Y_lm) 

Whenever needed integrals and wfc updates are performed 
only  over the points of the above grids 
(calbec_rs_gamma/k, add_vuspsir_gamma/k, s_psir_gamma/k)



Ultra Soft PseudoPotentials  

where the “augmentation charges” are 

are projectors

are atomic states (not necessarily bound) 

are pseudo-waves (coinciding with        beyond some core radius) 



Ultra Soft PseudoPotentials  

where 

leading to a generalized eigenvalue problem

Orthogonality with USPP: 



Ultra Soft PseudoPotentials  

where 

There are additional terms in the density, in the energy, in the hamiltonian
in the forces, ... 











 with 



IF  (.NOT. tqr) [default] :

init_us_1 (called in hinit0) computes a table of radial 
Bessel transforms from the atomic qs on the radial grid.

qvan2 (called whenever a component of the augmentation 
charge is needed) interpolates the qs-table and assembles it 
with the needed Y_lm and alphas

IF  (tqr) :

generate_qpointlist (called in hinit0) build atom-centered 
lists of real space points and spline interpolate the qs from 
the atomic radial grid (w the neeeded Y_lm and alphas) 

Whenever needed integrals and rho updates are performed 
only  over the points of the above grids 
(addusdens_r, addusforce_r, addusstress_r, newq_r)



The betas and qs functions can be computed in reciprocal 
space as described above.

Alternatively they can be computed directly in real-space  
interpolating from the radial grid to the fft grid.

If the kinetic energy cutoff used is not converged enough 
the two procedures ARE NOT the same.

In our experience the G-space treatment has been more 
reliable. 



NH4+ molecule



real_space=.true. CRASHES with an error due to    
            “S matrix not positive definite' 

Energy vs N-H bondlength 



Nitrogen Beta(r)



Hydrogen beta(r)



Nitrogen beta(q)

Ecutwfc = 30   =>   qmax_wfc =sqrt(30)



Hydrogen beta(q)

Ecutwfc = 30   =>   qmax_wfc =sqrt(30)







Or just filter out the high frequency components with a
function in reciprocal space that is (effectively) 1 up to 
qmax_wfc and decays to zero between qmax_wfc and 
3 qmax_wfc.

           |----------|----------|---------------------|----------|
       -qmax      0      qmax             3qmax   4qmax==0
                                                             



Nitrogen smooth beta(q)



Hydrogen smooth beta(q)







Energy vs N-H bondlength 

real_space=.true. w/o smoothing CRASHES with    
            “S matrix not positive definite' 



PbTiO3 perovskite

Ferroelectric instability



Energy vs ferroelectric displacement

Ecutrho = 200



Energy vs ferroelectric displacement

Ecutrho = 200



Energy vs ferroelectric displacement



We can filter the high Fourier component of the q
functions and hope for the better.

It is an additional approximation that however will vanish 
for ecutrho → infty so it is under control of the user.
                          



Energy vs ferroelectric displacement

Ecutrho = 200



Energy vs ferroelectric displacement

Ecutrho = 240



Energy vs ferroelectric displacement

Ecutrho = 200



Energy vs ferroelectric displacement

Ecutrho = 240



Energy (u=0) vs Ecutrho 



Energy (u=0) vs Ecutrho 





Energy vs Ecutwfc,Ecutrho=4*Ecutwfc

Bulk Cu



Energy vs Ecutwfc,Ecutrho=4*Ecutwfc

Cu atom in a box



Cu formation energy  (eV)

Energy vs Ecutwfc,Ecutrho=4*Ecutwfc



Energy vs Ecutwfc,Ecutrho=4*Ecutwfc

4 atom cell Bulk Cu



SUMMARY
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